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Abstract. We consider the stochastic evolution equation du = Audt + G(u)dω, u(0) = u0 in a separable
Hilbert space V . Here G is supposed to be three times Fre´chet-differentiable and ω is a trace class
fractional Brownian motion with Hurst parameter H ∈ (1/3, 1/2]. We prove the existence of a unique
pathwise global solution, and, since the considered stochastic integral does not produce exceptional
sets, we are able to show that the above equation generates a random dynamical system.
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1. Introduction. The main aim of this paper is to prove that stochastic evolution equa-
tions (SEEs)
(1) du = Audt+G(u) dω, u(0) = u0,
on a separable Hilbert space V generate random dynamical systems. Our interpretation of
the solution will be given in the mild form
(2) u(t) = S(t)u0 +
∫ t
0
S(t− r)G(u(r))dω(r),
assuming that A is a negative operator that generates a semigroup S and G is sufficiently
regular. Our purpose is to study this problem if ω is Ho¨lder-continuous on compact intervals
[0, T ]. If ω is a regular trajectory, say, ω′ ∈ L∞(0, T, V ), then a classical formulation of the
above problem is given by
(3) u(t) = S(t)u0 +
∫ t
0
S(t− r)G(u(r))ω′(r)dr.
If S is an analytic semigroup, under typical assumptions on G there exists a unique solution
u ∈ Cγ([0, T ];V ) if u0 ∈ D(−A), where γ ∈ (0, 1) (see [22, Theorem 4.3.1]); indeed for this
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626 M. J. GARRIDO-ATIENZA, K. LU, AND B. SCHMALFUSS
result to hold it is enough that u0 ∈ D((−A)γ). However, u ∈ Cγ,∼([0, T ];V ) if u0 ∈ V . This
latter space is a suitable modification of the space of γ-Ho¨lder-continuous functions and will
be introduced in section 2.
So far, the existence of a unique local mild solution to (2) has been obtained in [11],
assuming that u0 ∈ V . To be more precise, this solution is derived as the path component
of a path-area solution pair (u, v) of a system that considers not only the original equation
but also a second equation, the latter one being a natural extension of the area object (u ⊗
ω). This pair (u, v) is related to the noisy path ω by the so-called Chen property. The
method presented in [11] can be considered as a generalization of the one developed by Hu
and Nualart [13] in the finite-dimensional setting, but with some nontrivial differences such
as, for example, that in the infinite-dimensional framework it is necessary to construct an
area element, denoted by (ω ⊗S ω), depending on ω as well as the semigroup S, that satisfies
nice properties. The considered (pathwise) integral in [11] was also previously introduced in
[13] for ordinary differential equations with a Ho¨lder-continuous noise term. The reasons we
have chosen such a pathwise integral will be detailed below. However, another definition to
integrate against the fractional Brownian motion (fBm) would be to consider the rough path
theory; see, for instance, [6], [7] and the references therein.
In this paper we want to go one step further and establish the existence of a global solution
to (2). In comparison to [11], we here replace the regular initial condition of that paper by a
less regular one, namely, u0 ∈ D((−A)γ) for suitable γ > 0, and make a slight modification
of the phase spaces, which nevertheless still ensures the additivity of the pathwise integral.
Then, under additional regularity conditions on G we prove the existence of a global solution
to (2). Let us mention that the estimates of the different integrals defining the path-area
formulation of our problem are quadratic, and therefore in a first step we are only able to
establish the existence of a local solution (u1, v1) such that the path component u1 is defined
on a time interval [T0, T1]. However, since in particular u
1(T1) also belongs to D((−A)γ), we
can pick it as a new initial condition, and hence we get a new solution (u2, v2) such that u2 is
now defined on a time interval [T1, T2]. Proceeding in a similar way, after a finite number of
these steps one finally derives the existence of a global solution on [T0, T ] for a given T > 0
provided that u0 ∈ D((−A)γ). The way in which we finally can establish the existence of a
global solution is based in a concatenation procedure. Furthermore, this method also provides
the existence of a global solution when u0 ∈ V , since roughly speaking what one has to do is
to concatenate the local solution obtained in [11] with the aforementioned global one.
Once the existence of a global solution is established, it is quite natural to study whether
that solution generates a random dynamical system, which turns out to be a powerful property
to analyze the asymptotic behavior of the solution by using all the machinery of the random
dynamical systems theory. The reader is referred to [1] for a complete description of that
theory.
The fact that an ordinary Itoˆ equation
du = G(u)dω, u(0) = u0 ∈ Rd,
where ω is a finite-dimensional Brownian motion, generates a random dynamical system is
due to the flow property; see Kunita [19]. To obtain this flow property one needs to apply
Kolmogorov’s theorem about the existence of a continuous random field with finite-dimensionalD
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parameter range. Scheutzow in [23] derived the existence of a random dynamical system from
this flow property.
Results on the existence and uniqueness for Itoˆ SEEs having as a state space an infinite-
dimensional separable Banach space are established in Da Prato and Zabczyk [5]. The point
is that, unfortunately, it is not known how to obtain stochastic flows for these Itoˆ SEEs,
and the main reason is because it is not known how to extend Kolmogorov’s theorem to
an infinite-dimensional parameter range, which would be appropriate for dealing with SEEs.
More precisely, solutions of SEEs are defined almost surely where the exceptional sets depend
on the initial condition. But it is complicated to generate a random dynamical system if more
than countably many exceptional sets may appear. Nevertheless, there are results getting
the random dynamical system for SEEs with very special noise terms, SEEs driven by either
additive noise or linear multiplicative noise. These special noises make it possible to transform
such an Itoˆ SEE into a pathwise evolution equation which is appropriate to generate a random
dynamical system. More general than the random dynamical system property is the flow
property. For finite-dimensional differential equations with general integrator (for instance,
the Brownian motion) the flow property is investigated in Lyons and Qian [20].
The ansatz in this paper is quite different. We shall consider a pathwise integral which
is well-defined for any β′-Ho¨lder-continuous integrator (1/3 < β′ < 1/2) if the integrand is
sufficiently regular. As we will explain below, this regularity can be described in terms of a
modified space of Ho¨lder-continuous functions. Furthermore, by the choice of that integral
the unique solution has pathwise character, which means that we can avoid exceptional sets
depending on the initial states and making it possible to investigate whether it generates a
random dynamical system. We refer to [9] for a short and recent announcement of our results.
The article is organized as follows. In section 2 we collect tools from functional analysis
that will be applied later. In particular, we introduce analytic semigroups, special nonlinear
operators, tensor products, and function spaces given by modification of Ho¨lder-continuous
functions. In section 3 we at first introduce fractional derivatives allowing us to define an
integral with a Ho¨lder-continuous integrator, and we give the main properties of such an
integral. In section 4 we define the mild path-area solution of a SEE. In particular, we
formulate an operator equation whose fixed point presents this kind of (local) solution and
mention an approximation result. In section 5 we investigate how the local solution can be
extended to any interval [0, T ] by means of the concatenation method. For this type of solution
we can avoid state-dependent exceptional sets, which is then the key to proving in section 6
the existence of a random dynamical system generated by a SEE. Finally, in section 7, a
stochastic partial differential equation is discussed as an example of a SEE generating a mild
path-area solution.
2. Preliminaries. In the following we denote by V, Vˆ , or V˜ separable Hilbert spaces. Then
as usual L(V, Vˆ ) (L(V )) denotes the Banach space of linear operators from V to Vˆ (V to itself)
and L2(V, Vˆ ) is the separable Hilbert space of Hilbert–Schmidt operators from V to Vˆ .
Let S be an analytic semigroup on V with generator A. −A is supposed to be symmetric,
positive and have an inverse which is compact. Then −A has a discrete spectrum 0 < λ1 ≤
λ2 ≤ · · · of finite multiplicity tending to +∞. The associated eigenelements (ei)i∈N are
written such that they form a complete orthonormal system of V . In addition, we can defineD
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the associated fractional powers of −A denoted by (−A)δ, δ ∈ R, with norm |x|D((−A)δ) :=
|(−A)δx|; see Pazy [22, section 2.6]. We denote Vδ = D((−A)δ).
In the next lemma we collect some useful properties of the semigroup S.
Lemma 1. If T > 0, 0 ≤ δ ≤ γ, σ−θ ∈ [0, 1], then there exists c > 0 such that for t ∈ [0, T ]
‖S(t)‖L(Vδ,Vγ) = ‖(−A)γS(t)‖L(Vδ,V ) ≤ ctδ−γ ,(4)
‖S(t)− id‖L(Vσ ,Vθ) ≤ ctσ−θ.(5)
From these two properties, one can easily deduce that for any ν, µ ∈ [0, 1], 0 ≤ δ ≤ γ + ν,
0 ≤ ρ, and T > 0 there exists a constant c > 0 such that for 0 ≤ q < r < s < t ≤ T we have
that
‖S(t− r)− S(t− q)‖L(Vδ,Vγ) ≤ c(r − q)ν(t− r)−ν−γ+δ,
‖S(t− r)− S(s− r)− S(t− q) + S(s− q)‖L(Vρ)
≤ c(t− s)µ(r − q)ν(s− r)−(ν+µ).
Denote by (V ⊗V, ‖ · ‖) the separable Hilbert space of tensor products of V ; see Kadinson
and Ringrose [15]. Moreover, for x, y ∈ V the element (x⊗V y) denotes the rank-one tensor
product. In particular, ((ei⊗V ej))i,j∈N is a complete orthonormal system for V ⊗V if (ei)i∈N
is a complete orthonormal system of V .
Consider a bilinear operator B ∈ L2(V × V, Vˆ ) where
(6) ‖B‖2
L2(V×V,Vˆ ) =
∑
i,j
|B(ei, ej)|2Vˆ <∞.
Then it is possible to extend B to a linear continuous operator Bˆ ∈ L2(V ⊗ V, Vˆ ). More
precisely, there exists a weak Hilbert–Schmidt mapping p : V × V → V ⊗ V such that
p(ei, ej) = (ei ⊗V ej) and Bˆ is determined by factorization: B = Bˆp, and
‖Bˆ‖2
L2(V⊗V,Vˆ ) =
∑
i,j
|Bˆ(ei ⊗V ej)|2Vˆ =
∑
i,j
|B(ei, ej)|2Vˆ = ‖B‖2L2(V×V,Vˆ ).
For these properties we refer to [15]. In the following we will write for Bˆ the symbol of the
original B.
Let Vˆ be a subspace of V . Consider now G to be a Frec´het-differentiable mapping
V 3 u 7→ G(u) ∈ L2(V, Vˆ )
with derivative
V 3 u 7→ DG(u) ∈ L2(V,L2(V, Vˆ )) ∼= L2(V × V, Vˆ ),
and therefore DG(u) can be interpreted as an element of L2(V ⊗ V, Vˆ ).
In what follows | · | represents the norm of V .Do
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Let us formulate some assumptions and properties for G.
Lemma 2. Assume that the mapping G : V → L2(V, Vˆ ) is bounded and three times continu-
ously Fre´chet-differentiable with bounded first, second, and third derivatives DG(u), D2G(u),
and D3G(u), for u ∈ V . Let us denote, respectively, by cG, cDG, cD2G, and cD3G the bounds
for G, DG, D2G, and D3G. Then, for u1, u2, v1, v2 ∈ V , we have
• ‖G(u1)‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ cG,
• ‖G(u1)−G(v1)‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ cDG|u1 − v1|,
• ‖DG(u1)−DG(v1)‖L2(V×V,Vˆ ) ≤ cD2G|u1 − v1|,
• ‖G(u1)−G(u2)−DG(u2)(u1 − u2)‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ cD2G|u1 − u2|2,
• ‖G(u1)−G(v1)− (G(u2)−G(v2))‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ cDG|u1 − v1 − (u2 − v2)|
+ cD2G|u1 − u2|(|u1 − v1|+ |u2 − v2|),
• ‖DG(u1)−DG(v1)− (DG(u2)−DG(v2))‖L2(V×V,Vˆ )
≤ cD2G|u1 − v1 − (u2 − v2)|+ cD3G|u1 − u2|(|u1 − v1|+ |u2 − v2|),
• ‖G(u1)−G(u2)−DG(u2)(u1 − u2)− (G(v1)−G(v2)−DG(v2)(v1 − v2))‖L2(V,Vˆ )
≤ cD2G(|u1 − u2|+ |v1 − v2|)|u1 − v1 − (u2 − v2)|
+ cD3G|v1 − v2||u2 − v2|(|u1 − u2|+ |u1 − v1 − (u2 − v2)|).
The proof of these properties is standard. We refer partially to [21] and for the last
inequality to [13, p. 2716].
Let us introduce some function spaces. For β ∈ (0, 1), denote by Cβ([0, T ];V ) the space
of β-Ho¨lder-continuous functions with seminorm
|||u|||β = sup
0≤s<t≤T
|u(t)− u(s)|
(t− s)β .
In this space we can consider the usual norm
‖u‖β = ‖u‖C + |||u|||β , with ‖u‖C = sup
0≤s≤T
|u(s)|,
but this norm is equivalent to the norm given by |u(0)| + |||u|||β. This latter one is the norm
with which Cβ([0, T ];V ) is equipped.
A modification of the space of Ho¨lder-continuous functions is given by Cβ,∼([0, T ];V ) with
norm
||u||β,∼ = ‖u‖C + |||u|||β,∼ with |||u|||β,∼ = sup
0<s<t≤T
sβ
|u(t)− u(s)|
(t− s)β .
Lemma 3. Cβ,∼([0, T ];V ) is a Banach space.
The proof can be found in Chen et al. [4].D
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For the following we suppose that 0 < β < β′ < 1/2. Let ∆0,T be the triangle {(s, t) ∈
R2 : 0 < s ≤ t ≤ T} and ∆¯0,T its closure in R2. Denote by Cβ+β′(∆¯0,T ;V ⊗ V ) the Banach
space of continuous functions defined on ∆¯0,T that are zero for s = t and with norm
‖v‖β+β′ = sup
0≤s<t≤T
‖v(s, t)‖
(t− s)β+β′ <∞.
A modification of this space is given by Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ), consisting of continuous
functions v defined on ∆0,T that are zero for 0 < s = t such that
‖v‖β+β′,∼ = sup
0<s<t≤T
sβ
‖v(s, t)‖
(t− s)β+β′ <∞.
These functions may not be defined for s = 0 and may have a singularity for (s, t), where
s = 0. Replacing V ⊗V by R an example for an element of this space is (s, t) 7→ s−β(t−s)β+β′ .
Lemma 4. The spaces Cβ+β′(∆¯0,T ;V ⊗ V ) and Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ) are Banach spaces.
The proof of this result is similar to that of Lemma 3 and hence we omit it.
3. Fractional pathwise integrals. In this section we introduce a V -valued integral where
the integrator is not of bounded variation but Ho¨lder-continuous. This gives us an infinite-
dimensional version of the Young integral. For this purpose we introduce V -valued fractional
derivatives.
Let F, ξ be sufficiently regular functions on [s, t]. For α ∈ (0, 1) we define the right-hand-
side fractional derivative of order α of F and the left-hand-side fractional derivative of order
1− α of ξt−(·) := ξ(·)− ξ(t), given for 0 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ t by the expressions
Dαs+F [r] =
1
Γ(1− α)
(
F (r)
(r − s)α + α
∫ r
s
F (r)− F (q)
(r − q)1+α dq
)
,
D1−αt− ξt−[r] =
(−1)1−α
Γ(α)
(
ξ(r)− ξ(t)
(t− r)1−α + (1− α)
∫ t
r
ξ(r)− ξ(q)
(q − r)2−α dq
)
.
Here Γ(·) denotes the Gamma function.
The following theorem states regularity conditions on F, ξ such that the Young integral
exists.
Theorem 5. Assume β > α and α+ β′ > 1. Let V˜ , Vˆ be two separable Hilbert spaces with
complete orthonormal bases (e˜i)i∈N and (eˆj)j∈N, respectively. Let F ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];L2(V˜ , Vˆ )),
ξ ∈ Cβ′([0, T ]; V˜ ) and assume
r 7→ ‖Dαs+F [r]‖L2(V˜ ,Vˆ )|D
1−α
t− ξt−[r]|V˜
is Lebesgue integrable. Then for 0 ≤ s ≤ r ≤ t ≤ T the integral∫ t
s
F (r)dξ(r) := (−1)α
∑
j
(∑
i
∫ t
s
Dαs+(eˆj , F (·)e˜i)Vˆ [r]D1−αt− (e˜i, ξt−(·))V˜ [r]dr
)
eˆj
D
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is well-posed and satisfies∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
F (r)dξ(r)
∣∣∣∣
Vˆ
≤
∫ t
s
‖Dαs+F [r]‖L2(V˜ ,Vˆ )|D
1−α
t− ξt−[r]|V˜ dr <∞.
For the proof we refer to [11]. In particular, we have reduced the definition of this Hilbert
space valued integral to an infinite sum of one-dimensional Young integrals.
Corollary 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5, for any T > 0 there exists c > 0 such
that for any F ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];L2(V˜ , Vˆ )), ξ ∈ Cβ′([0, T ]; V˜ ), and 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
F (r)dξ(r)
∣∣∣∣
Vˆ
≤ c(t− s)β′ |||ξ|||β′ (‖F‖C + |||F |||β,∼) <∞.
Similarly, if F ∈ Cβ([0, T ];L2(V˜ , Vˆ )), ξ ∈ Cβ′([0, T ]; V˜ ), then we get∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
F (r)dξ(r)
∣∣∣∣
Vˆ
≤ c(t− s)β′ |||ξ|||β′ (‖F‖C + (t− s)β |||F |||β).
Note that the first estimate is an immediate consequence of the fact that if F ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];
L2(V˜ , Vˆ )) with α+ β > 1, and ξ ∈ Cβ′([0, T ]; V˜ ), then
‖Dαs+F [r]‖L2(V˜ ,Vˆ ) ≤ c
‖F‖C + |||F |||β,∼
(r − s)α ,
|D1−αt− ξt−[r]|V˜ ≤ c |||ξ|||β′ (t− r)β
′+α−1.(7)
The second inequality can be deduced in a similar way.
Suppose now that β ≤ α; then the integral of Theorem 5 does not make sense. To
overcome this problem we introduce a modification of the fractional derivatives. More precisely,
we introduce a new fractional derivative for a special function F given by the integrand of
our original problem (2), so that we set F (t) = G(u(t)), where the operator G satisfies the
assumptions described in Lemma 2. For that function we consider the compensated fractional
derivative defined as
Dˆαs+G(u(·))[r] =
1
Γ(1− α)
(
G(u(r))
(r − s)α
+ α
∫ r
s
G(u(r))−G(u(q))−DG(u(q))(u(r)− u(q))
(r − q)1+α dq
)
.
For tensor valued elements v : ∆0,T → V ⊗ V we define
D1−αt− v[r] =
(−1)1−α
Γ(α)
(
v(r, t)
(t− r)1−α + (1− α)
∫ t
r
v(r, q)
(q − r)2−αdq
)
.
Below we clarify under which conditions these fractional derivatives are well-defined. We set
ξ = ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ) satisfying hypothesis (H3) of section 4. If the triplet u , ω, v satisfies
the so-called Chen equality, that is, for 0 < s ≤ r ≤ t
(8) v(s, r) + v(r, t) + (u(r)− u(s))⊗V (ω(t)− ω(r)) = v(s, t),Do
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then the definition of the pathwise stochastic integral for the current work is the following:∫ t
s
G(u)dω :=(−1)α
∫ t
s
Dˆαs+G(u(·))[r]D1−αt− ωt−[r]dr
− (−1)2α−1
∫ t
s
D2α−1s+ DG(u(·))[r]D1−αt− D1−αt− v(·, t)[r]dr.
(9)
Note that this definition is an infinite-dimensional generalization of the concept of integral
given in [13].
According to the previous definition, for the integrand of the integral of the left-hand-side
we should rather write the term Gv(u) instead of G(u), but for the sake of simplification we
keep G(u). Furthermore, for sufficiently regular ω this integral can be rewritten in the sense
of Theorem 5 with F (t) = G(u(t)) if we replace v(s, t) by
(10) (u⊗ ω)(s, t) =
∫ t
s
(u(r)− u(s))⊗V dω(r);
see also the beginning of the next section.
Throughout the whole paper, we will make use of the following property: for every s < t,
µ, ν > −1,
(11)
∫ t
s
(r − s)µ(t− r)νdr = c(t− s)µ+ν+1,
where c = B(µ + 1, ν + 1) (here B(·, ·) denotes the Beta function). The proof is a simple
exercise since it follows by making a change of variable and take into account the definition
of the Beta function.
For the existence of (9) we have the following result.
Theorem 7. Consider 1/3 < β < β′ < 1/2, choose β < α < 2β, α + β′ > 1, β + 1 > 2α,
and assume that G satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 2. Then for T > 0 there exists c > 0
such that for u ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];V ), v ∈ Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ), and ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ) such that
(8) is fulfilled, for 0 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ T∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
G(u)dω
∣∣∣∣
Vˆ
≤ ctβ′−β((1 + ‖u‖2β,∼) |||ω|||β′ + (1 + ‖u‖β,∼)‖v‖β+β′,∼)(t− s)β.
Similarly, with the same choice of the parameters, if ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ), u ∈ Cβ([0, T ];V ), and
v ∈ Cβ+β′(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ) are coupled by (8), then∣∣∣∣ ∫ t
s
G(u)dω
∣∣∣∣
Vˆ
≤ ctβ′−β((1 + t2β‖u‖2β) |||ω|||β′ + tβ(1 + tβ‖u‖β)‖v‖β+β′)(t− s)β.
Note that if u ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];V ), then
‖Dˆαs+G(u)[r]‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ c
cG + cD2G‖u‖2β,∼
(r − s)α ,Do
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and if u ∈ Cβ([0, T ];V ) we get
‖Dˆαs+G(u)[r]‖L2(V,Vˆ ) ≤ c
cG + cD2G(r − s)2β‖u‖2β
(r − s)α ,
hence the estimates of ‖Dˆαs+G(u)[r]‖L2(V,Vˆ ), together with the estimate (7) for ξ = ω and the
property (11), give the first terms on the left-hand-side of the inequalities of the theorem.
For the second integral we can use Theorem 5 directly replacing α by 2α − 1, G(u(r))
by DG(u(r)) defined on V ⊗ V , and ξ(r) by D1−αt− v(·, t)[r]. In particular, taking the Chen
equality and the regularity into account, in the first case we have
‖D2α−1s+ DG(u)[r]‖L2(V⊗V,Vˆ ) ≤ c
cDG + cD2G‖u‖β,∼
(r − s)2α−1 ,
‖D1−αt− D1−αt− v[r]‖ ≤ c(‖v‖β+β′,∼ + ‖u‖β,∼ |||ω|||β′)(r − s)−β(t− r)β+β
′+2α−2,
and in second case
‖D2α−1s+ DG(u)[r]‖L2(V⊗V,Vˆ ) ≤ c
cDG + cD2G(r − s)β‖u‖β
(r − s)2α−1 ,
‖D1−αt− D1−αt− v[r]‖ ≤ c(‖v‖β+β′ + ‖u‖β |||ω|||β′)(t− r)β+β
′+2α−2.
More details concerning the proof of this theorem can be found in [11].
To finish this section, we want to emphasize that in contrast to the classical Itoˆ integral
which is defined as a limit in probability of Darboux sums with respect to the increments
of a Brownian motion, with the above definition there are no exceptional sets of probability
which in general depend on the integrand. In this sense our integral is pathwise, allowing us
to investigate whether the solution to (1) generates a random dynamical system; see section 6.
4. Pathwise local solutions of SEEs. In this section we formulate a result about the local
existence of solutions to (1) for a noise-path ω which is in Cβ′([0, T ];V ), β
′ ∈ (1/3, 1/2). In
particular we formulate conditions such that (2) has a local mild solution when the pathwise
(stochastic) integral is defined in the sense of (9). For the proofs of the results given in this
section we refer to Garrido-Atienza, Lu, and Schmalfuss [11]. These results generalize those of
Hu and Nualart [13] to the case of a state space which is now an infinite-dimensional Hilbert
space.
If ω were (for instance) a trace class Brownian-motion, according to the theory of Da Prato
and Zabczyk [5], (2) would have a unique mild solution provided that G and S satisfy weaker
conditions than the ones required in the last section. The corresponding integrals for these
equations would be defined in the Itoˆ sense, and this means that they would not be pathwise,
which would be an obstacle to generating a random dynamical system. In Maslowski and Nu-
alart [21] these types of equations are solved by fractional techniques for β′-Ho¨lder-continuous
integrators with β′ > 1/2, where the integrals have been defined similarly to Theorem 5,
allowing us to introduce a random dynamical system, whose existence has been investigated
recently by Chen et al. [4]. However, the integral as introduced in Theorem 5 is not well-
defined when the Ho¨lder exponent of the integrator is less than or equal to 1/2, which is the
case that we aim to consider in this paper.
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We interpret the solution to (2) as the first component of an element U = (u, v) that
satisfies the operation equation
u = T1(U),
T1(U, ω, u0)(t) = S(t)u0 + (−1)α
∫ t
0
Dˆα0+(S(t− ·)G(u(·)))[r]D1−αt− ω[r]dr
− (−1)2α−1
∫ t
0
D2α−10+ (S(t− ·)DG(u(·)))[r]D1−αt− D1−αt− v[r]dr.
Note that to define T1 we have applied the definition given in (9), which makes it necessary
to set up and solve an equation for the second component v of U . In order to do that, we
assume for a while that the driving path ω is smooth enough, giving us the opportunity to
know what is the suitable equation to be satisfied for the v component, to later make adequate
assumptions to translate the situation to the case of having a Ho¨lder-continuous driving path
ω with Ho¨lder exponent β′ ∈ (1/3, 1/2). Therefore, suppose that ω is smooth, so that v is
given by (10). For such a smooth ω, combining (2) with (10) we have
(u⊗ ω)(s, t) =
∫ t
s
(S(ξ − s)− id)u(s)⊗V ω′(ξ)dξ
+
∫ t
s
∫ ξ
s
S(ξ − r)G(u(r))ω′(r)dr ⊗V ω′(ξ)dξ.
(12)
Representing the appearing integrals in a fractional sense we obtain
(u⊗ ω)(s, t) = (−1)α
∫ t
s
Dαs+((S(· − s)− id)u(s))[ξ]⊗V D1−αt− ω[ξ]dξ
− (−1)α
∫ t
s
Dˆαs+G(u(·))[r]D1−αt− (ω ⊗S ω)(·, t)t−[r]dr
+ (−1)2α−1
∫ t
s
D2α−1s+ DG(u(·))[r]D1−αt− D1−αt− (u⊗ (ω ⊗S ω)(t))[r]dr.
(13)
Note that the first integral of (12) has been expressed in (13) in terms of standard fractional
derivatives due to the regularity of its integrand; see [11, Lemma 22].
For such smooth ω, the operator (ω ⊗S ω) is given by
L2(V, Vˆ ) 3 E 7→ E(ω ⊗S ω)(s, t) =
∫ t
s
∫ ξ
s
S(ξ − r)Eω′(r)dr ⊗V ω′(ξ)dξ
=
∫ t
s
∫ t
r
S(ξ − r)Eω′(r)⊗V ω′(ξ)dξdr.
(14)
In particular, (ω ⊗S ω) satisfies the following Chen equality:
E(ω ⊗S ω)(s, r) + E(ω ⊗S ω)(r, t) + (−1)αωS(r, t)Sω(s, r)E
= E(ω ⊗S ω)(s, t),
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where
e ∈ V 7→ ωS(s, t)e = (−1)−α
∫ t
s
S(ξ − s)e⊗V ω′(ξ)dξ,
E ∈ L2(V, Vˆ ) 7→ Sω(s, t)E =
∫ t
s
S(t− r)Eω′(r)dr.
(15)
The different expressions in (14) and (15) are well-defined when ω is regular; see [11] for
details.
Now let us come back to the original situation in which ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ) for β′ ∈
(1/3, 1/2). Denote by ωn a piecewise linear (continuous) approximation of ω with respect to
an equidistant partition of length 2−nT such that ωn(t) = ω(t) for the partition points t. For
these ωn the operator (ωn ⊗S ωn) can be defined according to (14). However, when ω is not
smooth we have to give to (ω ⊗S ω) some meaning. This will be made precise in (H3) below.
We assume the following hypothesis (H), which consists of the following three
assumptions:
(H1) Let H ∈ (1/3, 1/2] and let 1/3 < β < β′ < H. Suppose that there is an α such that
1− β < α < 2β, α < β+12 .
(H2) Let A be the generator of an analytic semigroup S and let G : V → L2(V, Vˆ ) be a
nonlinear mapping satisfying the assumptions of Lemma 2, with Vˆ ⊂ V such that the
embedding operator is Hilbert–Schmidt.
(H3) Let (ωn)n∈N be a sequence of piecewise linear approximations of ω with respect to an
equidistant dyadic 2−n partition, with values in V and such that ((ωn ⊗S ωn))n∈N is
defined by (14). Assume then that for any β′ < H
lim
n→∞(ωn, (ωn⊗Sωn)) = (ω, (ω⊗Sω)) in Cβ′([0, T ];V )×C2β′(∆¯0,T ;L2(L2(V, Vˆ ), V ⊗V )).
On account of (H3), the object (ω ⊗S ω) is defined as the limit of the sequence ((ωn ⊗S
ωn))n∈N in C2β′(∆¯0,T ;L2(L2(V, Vˆ ), V ⊗V )). In the recent paper [10] the authors have proposed
two different settings where assumption (H3) is satisfied: the first one considers as driving
noise a trace-class fBm BH with H ∈ (1/3, 1/2] and values in a Hilbert space, whereas by
another less restrictive method, the second one considers an infinite-dimensional trace-class
Brownian motion B1/2. The parameter H in the above assumption (H1) will represent the
Hurst parameter of an fBm in section 6.
Now we should realize that the structure of the last two integrals of (13) is quite similar to
the structure of the two integrals of T1 when replacing ω by (ω⊗S ω) and v by (u⊗ (ω⊗S ω)).
Furthermore, if we write w(t) = (u ⊗ (ω ⊗S ω)(t)), then w can be interpreted by fractional
integrals as
E˜w(t, s, q) = −
∫ q
s
Dˆαs+ωS(·, t)E˜(u(·)− u(s), ·)[r]D1−αq− ωq−[r]dr
+ (−1)α−1
∫ q
s
D2α−1s+ E˜(u(·)− u(s), ·)[r]D1−αq− D1−αq− (ωS(t)⊗ ω)[r]dr(16)
+ (−1)α−1
∫ q
s
D2α−1s+ ωS(·, t)[r]E˜D1−αq− D1−αq− v(·, q)[r]dr,
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where E˜ ∈ L2(V ⊗ V, Vˆ ). In addition w satisfies a special form of the Chen equality; see [11].
The previous considerations make it possible to formulate an equation for the second compo-
nent v of U given by
v = T2(U),
where the operator T2(U) is defined by (13) substituting (u ⊗ (ω ⊗S ω)) by w, and w satis-
fies (16).
In what follows, we denote T (U) = (T1(U), T2(U)). Sometimes we will write
T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0) = (T1(U, ω, u0), T2(U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0))
to show the different ingredients in the operator. Furthermore, when this operator is defined
on [s, T ], for s > 0, instead of on [0, T ], later we will denote it by T s. However, to simplify
the presentation, when the starting point of the interval is zero we drop the superindex and
simply write T .
Now we introduce the phase space where we look for solutions to (1). Take a fixed
ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ) and consider γ such that α < γ < 1. Denote by (W0,T , ‖ · ‖W ) the subspace
of elements U = (u, v) of the Banach space Cβ,∼([0, T ];V )×Cβ+β′,∼( ∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ) such that
the Chen equality (8) holds. Let us also consider a subset Wˆ0,T of this space given by the
limit points in this space of the set
{(un, (un ⊗ ωn)) : n ∈ N, un ∈ Cγ([0, T ];V ), un(0) ∈ Vγ ,
(ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn)) satisfies (H3)}.
(17)
Note that this set of limit points is a subspace of Cβ,∼([0, T ];V )× Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V )
which is closed. Hence Wˆ0,T itself is a complete metric space depending on ω with a metric
generated by the norm of Cβ,∼([0, T ];V )× Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ):
dWˆ (U, Uˆ) = ‖U − Uˆ‖W = ‖u− uˆ‖β,∼ + ‖v − vˆ‖β+β′,∼
for U, Uˆ ∈ Wˆ0,T . In addition, elements U ∈ Wˆ0,T satisfy the Chen equality (8) with respect
to ω.
Remark 8. We would like to emphasize that the choice of the space Wˆ0,T ensures the
following additivity formula:
S(t− τ)
∫ τ
0
S(τ − r)G(u(r))dω(r) +
∫ t
τ
S(t− r)G(u(r))dω(r) =
∫ t
0
S(t− r)G(u(r))dω(r),
which is derived as a result of the fact that the approximative integrals related to the space
Wˆ0,T enjoy this additivity property. As pointed out in [11], for the original integral it is quite
involved to show the additivity, which is necessary to prove the uniqueness of the local solution
as well as the Chen equality for the solution of (2).
Definition 9.We say that a solution U ∈ Wˆ0,T of the operator equation U = T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S
ω), u0) is a mild path-area solution to (1).
Let us mention some properties of T ; see [11] for the proof.
Lemma 10. Suppose (H) holds.D
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(i) For two elements U˜ = (u˜, v˜), Uˆ = (uˆ, vˆ) ∈ Wˆ0,T such that u˜(0) = u˜0 ∈ V, uˆ(0) =
uˆ0 ∈ V ,
‖T (U˜ , ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u˜0)− T (Uˆ , ω, (ω ⊗S ω), uˆ0)‖W
≤ c˜|u˜0 − uˆ0|+ cT β′(1 + ‖U˜‖2W + ‖Uˆ‖2W )‖U˜ − Uˆ‖W ,
where the constant c depends on T, |||ω|||β′′, |||ω|||β′ and ‖(ω ⊗S ω)‖2β′ for β′ < β′′ < H, and c˜
depends on |||ω|||β′.
(ii) For U ∈ Wˆ0,T we get
lim
n→∞ ‖T (U, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), u0)− T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)‖W = 0.
This convergence is uniform for U ∈ Wˆ0,T contained in a bounded set. In addition, T (U, ω, (ω⊗S
ω), u0) ∈ Wˆ0,T .
Next we establish the existence and uniqueness of a local mild solution as well as its
regularity.
Theorem 11. Suppose (H) holds. Then for any u0 ∈ V and ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ) there exists
a time T0 > 0 such that
U = T (U)
has a unique mild path-area solution U0 = (u0, v0) ∈ Wˆ0,T0.
Let Vˆ = Vγ; then for 0 < t ≤ T0 we have that u0(t) ∈ Vγ. In particular,
|u0(T0)|Vγ ≤ c
|u0|
T γ0
+ c(1 + |||ω|||β′)T β
′
0 (1 + ||U0||2W ).(18)
In addition, there exists a sequence (u0n)n∈N with limn→∞ |u0n(0)− u0| = 0 such that
(19) lim
n→∞ |u
0(T0)− u0n(T0)|Vγ = 0.
Proof. The first and third parts of the statement have been proven in [11] and hence here
we only prove the second one.
Notice that for γ ≥ 0 and any t > 0 we have
|S(t)u0|Vγ ≤ c
|u0|
tγ
.
Now, we estimate the Vγ-norm of the integral term:∫ t
0
S(t− r)G(u0(r))dω = (−1)α
∫ t
0
Dˆα0+(S(t− ·)G(u0(·)))[r]D1−αt− ωt−[r]dr
− (−1)2α−1
∫ t
0
D2α−10+ (S(t− ·)DG(u0(·)))[r]D1−αt− D1−αt− v0[r]dr
=: I1(t) + I2(t).
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Consider α′ > 0 such that β′ + α > α′ > α; then thanks to Lemma 2
‖Dˆα0+(S(t− ·)G(u0(·)))[r]‖L2(V,Vγ)
≤ c
(‖S(t− r)G(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
rα
+
∫ r
0
‖(S(t− r)− S(t− q))G(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(r − q)α+1 dq
+
∫ r
0
‖S(t− q)(G(u0(r))−G(u0(q))−DG(u0(q))(u0(r)− u0(q)))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(r − q)α+1 dq
)
≤ c
(‖G(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
rα
+
∫ r
0
(r − q)α′‖G(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(t− r)α′(r − q)α+1 dq
+
∫ r
0
‖(G(u0(r))−G(u0(q))−DG(u0(q))(u0(r)− u0(q)))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(r − q)α+1 dq
)
≤ c
(
cG
rα
+
cG
(t− r)α′
∫ r
0
(r − q)α′
(r − q)α+1dq + cD2G‖u
0‖2β,∼
∫ r
0
(r − q)2βq−2β
(r − q)α+1 dq
)
≤ c(1 + ‖u0‖2β,∼)
(
1
rα
+
1
(t− r)α′ r
α′−α
)
.
Since |D1−αt− ωt−[r]| ≤ c(t− r)β
′+α−1 |||ω|||β′ , for t > 0 we have
|I1(t)|Vγ ≤ c |||ω|||β′ tβ
′
(1 + ‖u0‖2β,∼) ≤ c |||ω|||β′ tβ
′
(1 + ‖U0‖2W ).
Similarly, we obtain
‖D2α−10+ (S(t− ·)DG(u0(·)))[r]‖L2(V,Vγ) ≤ c
(‖S(t− r)DG(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
r2α−1
+
∫ r
0
‖(S(t− r)− S(t− q))DG(u0(r))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(r − q)2α dq
+
∫ r
0
‖S(t− q)(DG(u0(r))−DG(u0(q)))‖L2(V,Vγ)
(r − q)2α dq
)
≤ c
(
cDG
r2α−1
+ cDG
∫ r
0
(t− r)−β(r − q)β−2αdq + cD2G‖u0‖β,∼
∫ r
0
(r − q)βq−β
(r − q)2α dq
)
≤ c(r1−2α + (t− r)−βrβ+1−2α + ‖u0‖β,∼r1−2α).
Since ‖D1−αt− D1−αt− v0[r]‖ ≤ c(‖v0‖β+β′,∼+ ‖u0‖β,∼ |||ω|||β′)r−β(t− r)β+β
′+2α−2, for t > 0 we
get
|I2(t)|Vγ ≤ctβ
′
(1 + |||ω|||β′)(1 + ‖U0‖2W ),
and this concludes the proof.
In the following, the pair U0 = (u0, v0) ∈ Wˆ0,T0 is the (local) mild solution to U = T (U)
obtained in Theorem 11. We denote I0 = [0, T0].D
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5. Pathwise global solutions to SEEs driven by a Ho¨lder path. In this section we want
to go one step further and present the existence of a global solution to (2). The key fact
of this result will be that we can build a global solution provided that the initial condition
is regular enough. Starting with the initial condition u0 ∈ V , what we know according to
Theorem 11, and in particular due to (18), is that the corresponding local solution to (2)
satisfies u0(T0) ∈ Vγ . Therefore, in a second step we can pick precisely as initial condition
u0(T0) and construct the corresponding mild solution, which will turn out to be global thanks
to a concatenation procedure which will be described below.
Throughout this section, we take Vˆ to be the space Vγ , where the condition on γ will be
detailed below in the next results.
To start with, we need to consider a new phase space: for any fixed ω ∈ Cβ′([0, T ];V ),
let (X0,T , ‖ · ‖X) be the subspace of elements U = (u, v) of the Banach space Cβ([0, T ];V )×
Cβ+β′( ∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ) such that the Chen equality (8) holds. The space X0,T has the norm
‖U‖X = ‖u‖β + ‖v‖β+β′ = ‖u‖C + |||U |||X ,
where
|||U |||X = |||u|||β + ‖v‖β+β′ .
Let Xˆ0,T be the (closed) subspace of X0,T with elements U = (u, v) given by the limit points
in X0,T of the set
{(un, (un ⊗ ωn)) : n ∈ N, un ∈ Cγ([0, T ];V ), un(0) ∈ Vγ ,
(ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn)) satisfies (H3)},
(20)
where α < γ (we recall that the parameter α appears in the definition of the fractional
derivatives; see section 2). Xˆ0,T is a complete metric space with the metric
dXˆ(U, Uˆ) = ‖U − Uˆ‖X = ||u− uˆ||β + ‖v − vˆ‖β+β′
for U, Uˆ ∈ Xˆ0,T . Moreover, elements of this space satisfy the Chen equality (8) with respect
to ω. Note that in the space Xˆ0,T the additivity of the pathwise integral holds in the same
sense as in Remark 8.
Consider now only elements of this space with fixed initial value u(0) = u0 ∈ Vγ ; then we
obtain a complete metric space Xˆ0,T,u0 with metric
(21) dXˆ0,T ,u0(U, Uˆ) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U − Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
= |||u− uˆ|||β + ‖v − vˆ‖β+β′ .
We also use the notation u0 to describe the constant function on [0, T ]. Then U0 := (u0, 0) ∈
Xˆ0,T,u0 and
dXˆ0,T ,u0(U,U0) = |||U − U0|||X = |||u|||β + ‖v‖β+β′ = |||U |||X .
In particular, a closed ball in Xˆ0,T,u0 with center U0 and radius R is given by
BXˆ0,T ,u0(R) = {U = (u, v) ∈ Xˆ0,T,u0 : |||u|||β + ‖v‖β+β′ = |||U |||X ≤ R}.Do
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In a similar manner we can define qualitatively the spaces XˆTˇ ,Tˆ ,uˇ over intervals [Tˇ , Tˆ ] and
with respect to elements Uˇ = (uˇ, 0), with uˇ ∈ Vγ .
The following two lemmas will play an important role to prove the existence of a global
solution to (2) provided that the initial condition belongs to an adequate space Vγ . Their
proofs are omitted since they are quite similar to the corresponding results when having an
initial condition in V and U ∈ Wˆ0,T ; see [11].
Lemma 12. Suppose (H) holds. Then for any 1 ≥ γ ≥ β and any T > 0 there exists c > 0
such that for u0 ∈ Vγ and U ∈ Xˆ0,T,u0 we have
|||T (U)|||X ≤ c(T β
′−β(1 + T 2β |||U |||2X) + T γ−β|u0|Vγ ),
|T1(U)(T )|Vγ ≤ cT β
′
(1 + T 2β |||U |||2X) + |u0|Vγ .
The constant c depends on T , |||ω|||β′, and ‖(ω ⊗S ω)‖2β′.
Let us only point out that by Lemma 1, the map t 7→ S(t)u0 is β-Ho¨lder-continuous, which
is necessary to estimate the X-norm of T . More precisely, we have
|||S(·)u0|||β ≤ T γ−β|u0|Vγ .
Lemma 13. Suppose (H) holds.
(i) Then for any 1 ≥ γ ≥ β and any T > 0 there exists c > 0 such that for U˜ = (u˜, v˜), Uˆ =
(uˆ, vˆ) ∈ Xˆ0,T with u˜(0) = u˜0 ∈ Vγ , uˆ(0) = uˆ0 ∈ Vγ, we have∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣T (U˜)− T (Uˆ)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
≤ cT β′−β
(
1 + T 2β
(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
))(
|u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ − Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
)
+ T γ−β|u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ
and
|T1(U˜)(T )− T1(Uˆ)(T )|Vγ ≤ cT β
′
(
1 + T 2β
(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
))(
|u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ − Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
)
+ c|u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ .
(ii) If U ∈ Xˆ0,T,u0 we get
lim
n→∞ |||T (U, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), u0)− T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)|||X = 0.
This convergence is uniform for U ∈ Xˆ0,T,u0 contained in a bounded set.
Proof. We only give an idea of the proof of the first inequality of (i), which is based on
the different estimates for G coming from Lemma 2.
First of all, denoting ∆u = u˜− uˆ,
‖G(u˜(r))−G(uˆ(r))‖L2(V,Vγ) ≤ cDG(|u˜(r)− u˜0 − uˆ(r) + uˆ0|+ |u˜0 − uˆ0|)
≤ cDG
(
sup
0≤q<r≤T
|u˜(r)− uˆ(r)− (u˜(q)− uˆ(q))|
(r − q)β T
β + |u˜0 − uˆ0|
)
= cDG(|||∆u|||β T β + |u˜0 − uˆ0|) ≤ c cDG(|||∆u|||β T β + |u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ )
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and similarly for DG(u(r)). Note that the last inequality above is a consequence of the
continuous embedding Vγ ⊂ V . Moreover, thanks to Lemma 2 we get
‖DG(u˜(r))−DG(uˆ(r))− (DG(u˜(q))−DG(uˆ(q)))‖L2(V,Vγ)
≤ cD2G |||∆u|||β (r − q)β + c cD3G(|||∆u|||β T β + |u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ )(|||u˜|||β + |||uˆ|||β)(r − q)β
and
‖G(u˜(r))−G(u˜(q))−DG(u˜(q))(u˜(r)− u˜(q))
− (G(uˆ(r))−G(uˆ(q))−DG(uˆ(q))(uˆ(r)− uˆ(q)))‖L2(V,Vγ)
≤ cD2G(|||u˜|||β + |||uˆ|||β) |||∆u|||β (r − q)2β
+ c cD3G |||uˆ|||β (|||∆u|||β T β + |u˜0 − uˆ0|Vγ )(2 |||u˜|||β + |||uˆ|||β)(r − q)2β.
In particular, when U˜ , Uˆ ∈ Xˆ0,T,u0 , the first inequality of Lemma 13(i) becomes
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣T (U˜)− T (Uˆ)∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
≤ cT β′−β
(
1 + T 2β
(∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣2
X
)) ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣U˜ − Uˆ ∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
X
.(22)
We can also consider T on other time intervals, that is, defined on intervals [s, T ], where
s > 0. Indeed, exchanging Xˆ0,T by Xˆs,T these operators satisfy qualitatively the same esti-
mates as T stated in Lemmas 12 and 13. As we already said in section 3, we denote these
operators by T s.
In what follows we describe how to construct a global solution to our equation on [0, T ].
In a first step, we shall focus on proving the existence of a solution belonging to XˆT0,T,u10 ,
where T0 was defined in Theorem 11. We would like to mention that even though the above
estimates of T contain quadratic expressions, it is possible to construct solutions defined in
adequate small time intervals [Ti−1, Ti], namely, solutions belonging to XˆTi−1,Ti,ui−1(Ti−1) for
suitable initial conditions, to further these solutions being joined together to form a whole
solution in XˆT0,T,u10 . The choice of the starting point in each step will be clear in the construc-
tion of the solution. To prove the existence of these solutions we apply Lemmas 12 and 13
on every interval [Ti−1, Ti]. Note that the appearing constant c in these lemmas depends on
those intervals, on the β′-norm of ω in [Ti−1, Ti] and on the 2β′-norm of (ω⊗S ω) with respect
to ∆¯Ti−1,Ti . However, the following results show that we can choose a larger constant inde-
pendent of these intervals and triangles, and only depending on the given number T and the
norms of ω, (ω ⊗S ω) with respect to [0, T ], ∆¯0,T . In addition, c will be chosen large enough
so that we also take the construction of the local solution given in Theorem 11 into account.
The way in which we join together these pieces of solutions is described in general as
follows.
Definition 14. For 0 < a < b < c (resp., 0 ≤ a < b < c) we consider the concatenation
U = (u, v) of elements U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ Xˆa,b with u1(a) ∈ Vγ (or U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ Wˆa,b withDo
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u1(a) ∈ V ) and U2 = (u2, v2) ∈ Xˆb,c, with u2(b) = u1(b), defined by
u(t) =
{
u1(t) : a ≤ t ≤ b,
u2(t) : b ≤ t ≤ c,
v(s, t) =

v1(s, t) : a ≤ s ≤ t ≤ b,
v2(s, t) : b ≤ s ≤ t ≤ c,
(u1(b)− u1(s))⊗V (ω(t)− ω(b)) + v1(s, b) + v2(b, t) : s ≤ b < t.
Note that in the previous definition v has been defined according to the Chen equality.
It is straightforward to check that U satisfies the Chen equality and U ∈ Xˆa,c (or U ∈ Wˆa,c
when U1 ∈ Wˆa,b with u1(a) ∈ V ). For a proof of a similar statement see Lemma 18 below.
In the next result we present the existence and uniqueness of a first piece of solution
U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u10 with initial condition u10 ∈ Vγ .
Later on, we will take u10 = u
0(T0), where we recall that U
0 = (u0, v0) denotes the solution
to (2) in Wˆ0,T0 with initial condition u0 ∈ V ; see Theorem 11.
Theorem 15. Suppose (H) holds and that γ + β′ > 1, γ ≤ 1. Then for any u10 ∈ Vγ there
exists a small enough T1 > T0 depending on the data such that U = T T0(U) has a unique mild
solution U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u10.
Proof. Define |u10|Vγ =: ρ0. Let us consider K(ρ0) ≥ 1 such that for K ≥ K(ρ0), the
following relations are fulfilled:
ρ0 + 2cK
−β′ < K1−β
′
,
4c2K−β
′−β(Kβ−γK1−β
′
+Kβ−β
′
) < 1,
cKβ−β
′
(1 + 2K−2β(8c2K2β−2γK2−2β
′
+ 8c2K2β−2β
′
)) <
1
2
,
cK−β
′
+ cK−β
′−2β(8c2K2β−2γK2−2β
′
+ 8c2K2β−2β
′
) < 2cK−β
′
.
(23)
Note that ρ0 < K
1−β′ and that the last three inequalities are true due to the assumption
γ + β′ > 1 and (H1).
In what follows we prove that condition (23) ensures that T T0 maps a ball BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1)
into itself and it is a contraction on it, for T0 given in Theorem 11, for a small enough T1, and
for an appropriate radius R1. In particular, let us take T1 = T0 + ∆T1, where ∆T1 = K
−1.
Then, by Lemma 12 we have
|||T (U)|||XT0,T1 ≤ c(∆T
γ−β
1 ρ0 + ∆T
β′−β
1 + ∆T
β′+β
1 |||U |||2XT0,T1 ).
Hence, to find a ball BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1) that will be mapped into itself we calculate the minor
root R1 of the quadratic equation
(24) x = c(∆T γ−β1 ρ0 + ∆T
β′−β
1 + ∆T
β′+β
1 x
2)D
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which is given by
R1 :=
2c(∆T γ−β1 ρ0 + ∆T
β′−β
1 )
1 +
√
1− 4c2∆T β′+β1 (∆T γ−β1 ρ0 + ∆T β
′−β
1 )
< 2c(∆T γ−β1 ρ0 + ∆T
β′−β
1 ).
This root is well-defined (indeed it is a real root) due to the definition of ∆T1 and the first
and second inequalities of (23), since these conditions in particular imply that
1− 4c2∆T β′+β1 (∆T γ−β1 ρ0 + ∆T β
′−β
1 ) > 0.
Note that if U ∈ BX
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1), then
|||U |||2XT0,T1 ≤ R
2
1 ≤ 8c2∆T 2γ−2β1 ρ20 + 8c2∆T 2β
′−2β
1 ,
and thanks to (22) we can claim that T is a contraction on BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1) if
c∆T β
′−β
1 (1 + 2∆T
2β
1 (8c
2∆T 2γ−2β1 ρ
2
0 + 8c
2∆T 2β
′−2β
1 )) <
1
2
.
The previous relation follows from the first and third inequalities of (23).
To see that T (BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
)(R1) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u10 we approximate an element U = (u, v) ∈
BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1) by a sequence (un, (un ⊗ ωn)) from (20). We note that T1((un, (un ⊗ ωn)), ωn,
un(0))(0) = un(0) ∈ Vγ and T1((un, (un⊗ωn)), ωn, un(0)) ∈ Cγ([0, T ];V ) for any γ ∈ (0, 1); see
Pazy [22] Theorem 4.3.1. Therefore T2((un, (un ⊗ ωn)), ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0)) can be defined
as (T1((un, (un⊗ωn)), ωn, un(0))⊗ωn) given by (10). The previous considerations mean that
T ((un, (un ⊗ ωn)), ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0)) belongs to the set (20). Now it suffices to use the
first inequality of (i) and (ii) in Lemma 13 to ensure that T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u10 .
Therefore, we obtain that T T0 has a fixed point U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ BXˆ
T0,T1,u
1
0
(R1). Further-
more, by Lemma 12 and the first and last inequalities of (23), we get
|u1(T1)|Vγ ≤ c∆T β
′
1 (1 + ∆T
2β
1
∣∣∣∣∣∣U1∣∣∣∣∣∣2
XT0,T1
) + |u10|Vγ
≤ c∆T β′1 + c∆T β
′+2β
1 (8c
2∆T 2γ−2β1 ρ
2
0 + 8c
2∆T 2β
′−2β
1 ) + ρ0
< 2c∆T β
′
1 + ρ0 < K
1−β′ .
(25)
We point out that in the previous result it was crucial to use the seminorm |||·|||X instead
of the norm ‖ · ‖X . If we had used directly the norm, then we would not have found an
appropriate K fulfilling (23) since we cannot make the C-norm small if the interval [T0, T1]
(or in general any interval [Ti−1, Ti]) is small.
So far we have obtained the existence of a local solution U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u10 with
initial condition u10 ∈ Vγ , that is, we have found a solution whose path component u1 is definedDo
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on the interval I1 = [T0, T1] for T1 = T0 +
1
K . Now we would like to repeat the same arguments
in Theorem 15 in time intervals
I2 = [T1, T2] :=
[
T1, T1 +
1
2K
]
, · · · · · · Ii := [Ti−1, Ti] =
[
Ti−1, Ti−1 +
1
iK
]
for i = 2, . . . , i∗ for appropriate i∗; see Theorem 16.
Theorem 16. Let T > 0 be some number. Suppose that (H) holds and γ + β′ > 1, γ ≤ 1.
Suppose also that u10 ∈ Vγ is given by u0(T0) = T1((u0, v0), ω, u0)(T0), u0 ∈ V see Theorem
11. Then there exist i∗ intervals [T0, T1], · · · [Ti∗−1, Ti∗ ] where Ti∗−1 < T ≤ Ti∗ such that on
any of these intervals
U i = T Ti−1(U i, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))
has a unique solution U i = (ui, vi) ∈ XˆTi−1,Ti,ui−1(Ti−1). Therefore, each of these local solutions
can be approximated by the classical solutions U in = (u
i
n, (u
i
n ⊗ ωn)) that satisfy
U in = T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1n (Ti−1)).
Proof. The proof consists of applying an induction procedure, with the starting step given
in the proof of Theorem 15. In order to do that, assume the following generalization of the
assumption (23): K(ρ0) ≥ 1 is such that for K ≥ K(ρ0) and i ∈ N the following inequalities
are fulfilled:
ρ0 +
i∑
j=1
2c(Kj)−β
′ ≤ ρ0 + 2cK−β′ 1
1− β′ i
1−β′ < (Ki)1−β
′
,
4c2(Ki)−β
′−β((Ki)β−γ(Ki)1−β
′
+ (Ki)β−β
′
) < 1,
c(Ki)β−β
′
(1 + 2(Ki)−2β(8c2(Ki)2β−2γ(Ki)2−2β
′
+ 8c2(Ki)2β−2β
′
)) <
1
2
,
c(Ki)−β
′
+ c(Ki)−β
′−2β(8c2(Ki)2β−2γ(Ki)2−2β
′
+ 8c2(Ki)2β−2β
′
)
< 2c(Ki)−β
′
.
(26)
Once again, we stress that these inequalities hold due to the condition γ + β′ > 1.
Assume that we have obtained pieces of local solutions U1 = (u1, v1) ∈ XˆT0,T1,u0(T0), . . . ,
U i−1 = (ui−1, vi−1) ∈ XˆTi−2,Ti−1,ui−2(Ti−2) such that
|ui−1(Ti−1)|Vγ < ρ0 +
i−1∑
j=1
2c(Kj)−β
′
(27)
for i = 2, 3, . . ., and Ti−1 < T . Note that (27) is nothing but the generalization of the property
(25). Now we give some details on how to obtain the next piece of local solution U i = (ui, vi):
we set Ti = Ti−1 + ∆Ti, ∆Ti = (Ki)−1 if Ti < T , and Ti = T in the other cases. Then, by
the first inequality of (26) we know that |ui−1(Ti−1)|Vγ < (Ki)1−β
′
. Following the steps of
Theorem 15, (26) together with the Banach fixed point theorem ensures the existence of aD
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local solution U i = (ui, vi) ∈ BXˆTi−1,Ti,ui−1(Ti−1)(Ri) which is unique, where Ri is the minor
root of (24) when replacing ρ0 by (Ki)
1−β′ and ∆T1 by ∆Ti. In addition, (27) and the first
inequality and the last one of (26) imply
|ui(Ti)|Vγ ≤ c∆T β
′
i (1 + ∆T
2β
i |||U |||2XTi−1,Ti ) + |u
i−1(Ti−1)|Vγ
≤ c∆T β′i + c∆T β
′+2β
i (8c
2∆T 2γ−2βi ∆T
2β′−2
i + 8c
2∆T 2β
′−2β
i ) + |ui−1(Ti−1)|Vγ
< 2c(Ki)−β
′
+ ρ0 +
i−1∑
j=1
2c(Kj)−β
′
=
i∑
j=1
2c(Kj)−β
′
+ ρ0 < (Ki)
1−β′ .
Since
∑
i(Ki)
−1 =∞ there is an i∗ ∈ N such that Ti∗ ∧ T = T .
Finally for the convergence observe that∣∣∣∣∣∣U in − U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X
=
∣∣∣∣∣∣T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1n (Ti−1))− T Ti−1(U i, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))∣∣∣∣∣∣X
≤ ∣∣∣∣∣∣T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1n (Ti−1))− T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1(Ti−1))∣∣∣∣∣∣X
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1(Ti−1))− T Ti−1(U in, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))∣∣∣∣∣∣X
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣T Ti−1(U in, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))− T Ti−1(U i, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))∣∣∣∣∣∣X .
Now we can apply Lemma 13 to estimate these terms:∣∣∣∣∣∣U in − U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X ≤ c∆T β′−βi (1 + 2∆T 2βi ∣∣∣∣∣∣U in∣∣∣∣∣∣2X)|ui−1n (Ti−1)− ui−1(Ti−1)|Vγ
+ c∆T γ−βi |ui−1n (Ti−1)− ui−1(Ti−1)|Vγ
+
∣∣∣∣∣∣T Ti−1(U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), ui−1(Ti−1))− T Ti−1(U in, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), ui−1(Ti−1))∣∣∣∣∣∣X
+ c∆T β
′−β
i (1 + ∆T
2β
i (
∣∣∣∣∣∣U in∣∣∣∣∣∣2X + ∣∣∣∣∣∣U i∣∣∣∣∣∣2X)) ∣∣∣∣∣∣U in − U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X .
For the solution U i−1 on the interval [Ti−2, Ti−1] we can assume that |ui−1n (Ti−1)−ui−1(Ti−1)
|Vγ tends to zero, which gives the convergence of the first and second terms. This is also true
for U0 considered in section 4; see (19). The convergence of the third expression follows by
Lemma 13(ii). For the last expression, we mention that U in satisfies similar a priori estimates
as U i, which follow by Lemma 12. In particular, thanks to (H3) the constant c for U in which
depends on ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn) can be chosen very close to the constant for U i, and therefore∣∣∣∣∣∣U in∣∣∣∣∣∣X is close to ∣∣∣∣∣∣U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X such that
c∆T β
′−β
i (1 + ∆T
2β
i (
∣∣∣∣∣∣U in∣∣∣∣∣∣2X + ∣∣∣∣∣∣U i∣∣∣∣∣∣2X)) ≤ q,
where q < 1. Summarizing we find the desired convergence, since ‖U in−U i‖X is equivalent to
|uin(Ti−1)− ui(Ti−1)|+
∣∣∣∣∣∣U in − U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X ,
which can be estimated by |uin(Ti−1)− ui(Ti−1)|Vγ +
∣∣∣∣∣∣U in − U i∣∣∣∣∣∣X , and this sum converges to
zero when n→∞.Do
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Then we can prove the following result.
Lemma 17. The iterated concatenation U = (u, v) of U i = (ui, vi) for i = 0, 1, . . . , i∗ (in
the sense of Definition 14) is such that U ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];V )× Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T ;V ⊗ V ).
Proof. Given (s, t) ∈ ∆0,T we know that
Tis−1 ≤ s ≤ Tis < · · · < Tit−1 < t ≤ Tit ,
where Itis = [Tis−1, Tis ] and so on. By an iterated application of the Chen equality we get
v(s, t) =vis(s, Tis) + v
is+1(Tis , Tis+1) + · · ·+ vit(Tit−1, t)
+ (uis(Tis)− uis(s))⊗V (ω(t)− ω(Tis))
+ (uis+1(Tis+1)− uis+1(Tis))⊗V (ω(t)− ω(Tis+1))
...
+ (uit−1(Tit−1)− uit−1(Tit−2))⊗V (ω(t)− ω(Tit−1)).
Now taking the V ⊗ V -norm, applying the triangle inequality, multiplying the expression by
sβ/(t− s)β+β′ , and taking the supremum for 0 < s < t < T we obtain
‖v‖β+β′,∼ ≤‖v0‖β+β′,∼,∆I0 + ‖u
0‖β,∼,I0 |||ω|||β′,[0,T ]
+ T β
i∗∑
i=1
‖vi‖β+β′,∆¯Ii + T
β
i∗−1∑
i=1
‖ui‖β,Ii |||ω|||β′,[0,T ] <∞.
Moreover, for the first component of U we get
u(t)− u(s) =uit(t)− uis(s)
=(uit(t)− uit(Tit−1)) + (uit(Tit−1)− uit−1(Tit−2)) + · · ·
+ (uis(Tis)− uis(s))
and therefore
‖u‖β,∼ ≤ ‖u0‖β,∼,I0 +
i∗∑
i=1
sup
t∈[Ti−1,Ti]
|ui(t)|+ T β
i∗∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣∣∣ui∣∣∣∣∣∣
β,Ii
≤ ‖u0‖β,∼,I0 + max(1, T β)
i∗∑
i=1
‖ui‖β,Ii <∞.
Lemma 18. The iterated concatenation U = (u, v) of U i = (ui, vi) for i = 0, 1, . . . , i∗ (in
the sense of Definition 14) verifies U ∈ Wˆ0,T .
Proof. Since U i ∈ XˆTi−1,Ti,ui−1(Ti−1) (and U0 ∈ Wˆ0,T0) there exists U in = (uin, (uin ⊗ ωn))
such that uin ∈ Cγ([0, T ];V ), with uin(Ti−1) ∈ Vγ , (ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn)) fulfilling (H3), such that
(28) lim
n→∞(u
i
n, (u
i
n ⊗ ωn)) = (ui, vi) in Cβ(Ii;V )× Cβ+β′(∆¯Ii ;V ⊗ V );Do
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see (17). When i = 0, taking u0n(0) ∈ Vγ ,
lim
n→∞(u
0
n, (u
0
n ⊗ ωn)) = (u0, v0) in Cβ,∼(I0;V )× Cβ+β′,∼(∆I0 ;V ⊗ V ).
Moreover, thanks to Theorem 16 we can choose for these approximating sequences the classical
solutions
(uin, (u
i
n ⊗ ωn)) = U in = T (U in, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), uin(Ti−1)).
Furthermore, according to Definition 14, we can consider the concatenation Un = (un, vn).
Then un can be seen as the classical solution to (2) driven by the piecewise linear continuous
path ωn on [0, T ]. It is easy to see that un ∈ Cβ,∼([0, T ];V ), and by the smoothness of ωn
vn(s, t) = (un ⊗ ωn)(s, t) =
∫ t
s
(un(r)− un(s))⊗V dωn
such that Un satisfies the operator equation
Un = T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0))(29)
on [0, T ], where (un(0))n∈N tends to u0 in V . Let us show that
lim
n→∞ ‖Un − U‖W = 0,(30)
which in particular implies that U ∈ Wˆ0,T . To this end, let us focus on the norm of the
difference of area components. In fact, similarly to the proof of Lemma 17, we have
‖v − vn‖β+β′,∼ ≤‖v0 − v0n‖β+β′,∼,∆I0 + ‖u
0 − u0n‖β,∼,I0 |||ω|||β′,[0,T ]
+ ‖u0n‖β,∼,I0 |||ωn − ω|||β′,[0,T ]
+ T β
i∗∑
i=1
‖vi − vin‖β+β′,∆¯Ii + T
β
i∗−1∑
i=1
‖ui − uin‖β,Ii |||ω|||β′,[0,T ]
+ T β
i∗−1∑
i=1
‖uin‖β,Ii |||ωn − ω|||β′,[0,T ] ,
so it suffices to take into account the convergence properties of the beginning of this lemma
to conclude that vn → v in Cβ+β′,∼(∆0,T , V ⊗ V ). In a similar way we obtain
lim
n→∞ ‖un − u‖β,∼ = 0.
Finally, we can state the global existence result when starting with an initial condition
in V .
Theorem 19. Suppose hypothesis (H) holds and that γ + β′ > 1, γ ≤ 1, and u0 ∈ V . Then
there exists a unique global solution U = (u, v) ∈ Wˆ0,T to T (U) = U . Therefore, the path
component u is a global solution to (2).
Proof. By Theorem 11, we obtain the existence of a (local) mild solution U0 = (u0, v0) in
Wˆ0,T0 for some T0 > 0. A key feature at this point is that the path component evaluated inD
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the final instant belongs to a more regular space, since the solution satisfies that u0(T0) ∈ Vγ ;
see Theorem 11.
Then taking u10 = u
0(T0) ∈ Vγ as initial data, we can construct U i = (ui, vi), i = 1, . . . , i∗,
according to Theorem 16, that later on will be all concatenated turning into U = (u, v). This
U belongs to Wˆ0,T thanks to Lemma 18. In order to finish the proof we check that
(31) U = T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0).
This relationship follows since by Lemma 10(i)
‖T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)− T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0))‖W
≤‖T (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)− T (Un, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)‖W
+ ‖T (Un, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)− T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), u0)‖W
+ ‖T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), u0)− T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0))‖W
≤ cT β′(1 + ‖U‖2W + ‖Un‖2W )‖U − Un‖W
+ ‖T (Un, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)− T (Un, ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), u0)‖W
+ c˜|u0 − un(0)|.
From (30) and Lemma 10(ii) we can conclude that the right-hand-side of the last inequality
tends to zero due to the fact that (‖Un‖W )n∈N is bounded. Hence (31) follows from (29) and
(30). This mild path-area solution is unique in Wˆ0,T ; see [11].
6. Random dynamical systems. In this section we prove that (2) generates a random
dynamical system. The fact that a stochastic differential equation generates a random dy-
namical system allows us to use a huge machinery to investigate qualitative properties of the
solution of such a differential equation. We refer to the monograph by Arnold [1].
We consider a metric dynamical system (Ω,F ,P, θ), where (Ω,F ,P) is a probability space
and θ is a B(R)⊗F ,F-measurable flow on Ω, that is,
θ0 = idΩ, θtθs = θt+s, t, s ∈ R.
Definition 20. Let V be some topological space. A random dynamical system over the metric
dynamical system (Ω,F ,P, θ) is a B(R+)⊗F ⊗B(V ),B(V )-measurable mapping such that the
cocycle property holds:
ϕ(t, ω, u0) = ϕ(t− τ, θτω, ϕ(τ, ω, u0)), ϕ(0, ω, u0) = u0,
for all t ≥ τ ∈ R+, u0 ∈ V , and ω ∈ Ω.
For our application we will choose for V the Hilbert space introduced in section 2. A metric
dynamical system is a model for a noise and in this paper we are interested in a fractional
noise in V of trace class. Given a probability space and H ∈ (0, 1), a continuous centered
Gaussian-process βH(t), t ∈ R, with the covariance function
EβH(t)βH(s) =
1
2
(|t|2H + |s|2H − |t− s|2H), t, s ∈ R,
D
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is called a two-sided one-dimensional fBm, and H is the Hurst parameter. Let Q be a positive
symmetric operator of trace class on V , i.e., trV Q < ∞, with positive discrete spectrum
(qi)i∈N and eigenelements (fi)i∈N. For simplicity, we assume that fi = ei. Then a continuous
V -valued fBm BH with covariance operator Q and Hurst parameter H is defined by
BH(t) =
∞∑
i=1
√
qieiβ
H
i (t), t ∈ R,
where (βHi (t))i∈N is a sequence of stochastically independent one-dimensional fBm. It is
known that the canonical probability space (C0(R, V ),B(C0(R, V )),PH , θ) is a metric dynam-
ical system where PH is the fractional Gauss-measure with Hurst parameter H ∈ (0, 1) and
determined by Q, and C0(R, V ) is the space of continuous paths in V with value zero at zero
equipped with the compact open topology. For θ we take the Wiener-shift given by
θtω(·) = ω(·+ t)− ω(t), t ∈ R, ω ∈ Ω.
We restrict this metric dynamical system to the set Ω of β′′-Ho¨lder-continuous paths on
[−m,m] for any m ∈ N and for 1/3 < β′ < β′′ < H ≤ 1/2 and equip this set with the
σ-algebra F given by the σ-algebra B(C0(R, V )) with respect to Ω, and we restrict PH to this
new domain. The set Ω ∈ B(C0(R, V )), it has full measure, and it is θ-invariant. Moreover,
the quadruple (Ω,F ,PH , θ) is a metric dynamical system. For details we refer to [4], [2], or
[12].
Note that above, in the definition of Ω, we have picked a new parameter β′′ such that
1/3 < β′ < β′′ < H ≤ 1/2. By assumption (H3) we can obtain a set Ω satisfying this
regularity condition. The explanation for which we introduce this new parameter β′′ can be
found in [10].
We would like now to apply the pathwise character of the integral given in section 3 to
prove the existence of a random dynamical system generated by the mild solution to (2). For
this purpose we have to modify slightly (H3), allowing to treat equations driven by an fBm.
Let C(∆, L2(L2(V, Vγ), V ⊗ V )) be the separable Fre´chet space of continuous functions
defined on ∆ = {(s, t) ∈ R2 : s ≤ t} with values in L2(L2(V, Vγ), V ⊗ V ).
(H3′) There exists an F ,B(C(∆, L2(L2(V, Vγ), V ⊗V )))–measurable random variable (ω⊗S
ω) having the following properties:
(i) There exists a θ-invariant set of full measure Ω˜ ∈ F such that for any τ ∈ R we
have that
(ω ⊗S ω)(τ + ·, τ + ·) = (θτω ⊗S θτω)(·, ·).
(ii) For any m ∈ N and ω contained in the invariant set of full measure Ω′ ⊂ Ω˜ we have
lim
n→∞(ωn, (ωn⊗S ωn)) = (ω, (ω⊗S ω)) in Cβ′([−m,m];V )×C2β′(∆¯−m,m;L2(L2(V, Vˆ ), V ⊗V )),
where (ωn)n∈N is a sequence of piecewise linear approximations of ω with respect to an equidis-
tant dyadic 2−n partition and values in V .
From now on, outside the invariant set Ω′ we define the elements (ω, (ω ⊗S ω)) ≡ 0.
Note that the first part of this hypothesis holds when considering ω to be a path of an
fBm with H ∈ (1/3, 1/2]; see [10, Theorem 10.4]. In fact, we can prove that there existsDo
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a strongly stationary version of (ω ⊗S ω) which is indistinguishable from the version stated
in [10, Theorem 10.1] with respect to Ω˜, which we denote by the same symbol, and such that
(θτω ⊗S θτω)(·, ·) = (ω ⊗S ω)(·+ τ, ·+ τ).
In particular, the θ-invariance of Ω˜ follows easily by Lederer [14] and Ku¨mmel [18].
By Deya, Nevenkirch, and Tindel [7] we have that for any m ∈ N all conditions from (H3)
hold if we replace the interval [0, T ] by [−m,m] with respect to a θ-invariant set.
Since (H3′) implies (H3), under the assumptions (H1)–(H2) and (H3′), thanks to The-
orem 19, there exists a global solution u to (2) when the driving process is an fBm with
H ∈ (1/3, 1/2].
On the other hand, the relationship of (H3′)(i) also holds if we replace ω by ωn. Then on
a full set Ω′ ⊂ Ω˜ for τ ∈ R we have that
(ωn ⊗S ωn)(·+ τ, ·+ τ)− (ω ⊗S ω)(·+ τ, ·+ τ) = (θτωn ⊗S θτωn)− (θτω ⊗S θτω).
Hence the left-hand-side converges iff the right-hand-side converges. By (H3′)(ii) the left-
hand-side converges to zero on C2β′(∆¯−m,m;L2(L2(V, Vˆ ), V ⊗ V )) for any m ∈ N and hence
(ωn ⊗S ωn)(·, ·)− (ω ⊗S ω)(·, ·)
tends to zero on any ∆¯−m,m. Thus we have the convergence of the right-hand-side on the
θ-invariant set Ω′ of full measure.
Moreover, from Theorem 19 we know that for any T there exists a unique solution U with
respect to the domain [0, T ],∆0,T . We may extend this solution to R+,∆0,∞. In particular,
take T = Tn = n; then the pair (u(t), v(s, t)) is given by the solution U with respect to
[0, n],∆0,n, where t < n. By the uniqueness result, the restriction of a solution from [0, T ],∆0,T
to [0, T ′],∆0,T ′ , T ′ < T , is a solution on the later domain. Hence this extension makes sense.
Theorem 21. Assume (H1)–(H2) and (H3′). Let U = (u, v) be the solution from Theorem
19 extended to R+,∆0,∞ for ω ∈ Ω′ with initial condition u0 ∈ V . Then u generates a random
dynamical system on R+ × Ω′ × V .
Proof. Since the restriction of U to [0, T ],∆0,T is in Wˆ0,T , it follows that the integral T1(U)
is additive. Hence U = (u, v) restricted to [τ, T ],∆τ,T solves
U = T τ (U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), T1(U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)(τ))
uniquely for τ > 0 ω ∈ Ω′, and u0 ∈ V . Setting
(32) ϕ(t, ω, u0) := T1(U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)(t) = u(t)
we obtain the cocycle property if
(33) T1(U, ω, (ω ⊗S ω), u0)(t) = T1(Uτ , θτω, (θτω ⊗S θτω), u(τ))(t− τ),
where Uτ (s, t) = (uτ , vτ )(s, t) = (u(τ + t), v(τ + s, τ + t)). Note that because u, v, and ω are
related by the Chen property (8), the same happens for uτ , vτ , and θτω.D
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For the classical evolution equation (3) we get
T1((un(·), (un ⊗ ωn)(·, ·)), ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(0))(t)
= T τ1 ((un(·), (un ⊗ ωn)(·, ·)), ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn), un(τ))(t− τ)
= T1((un(·+ τ), (un ⊗ ωn)(·+ τ, ·+ τ)), θτωn, (θτωn ⊗S θτωn), un(τ))(t− τ)
= T1((un(·+ τ), (un(·+ τ)⊗ θτωn)(·, ·)), θτωn, (θτωn ⊗S θτωn), un(τ))(t− τ)
(34)
for every ω ∈ Ω′ because
(ωn)
′(·+ τ) = (θτωn)′(·).
Note that in the last formulas we could omit (θτωn⊗S θτωn) because the classical solutions
are independent of this term. Moreover, above we have used that the T2-component given by
(un ⊗ ωn) (see (10)) has the property
(un ⊗ ωn)(·+ τ, ·+ τ) = (un(·+ τ)⊗ θτωn)(·, ·).
Therefore, since U ∈ Wˆ0,T , the convergence conclusion of Theorem 19, which holds for
every ω ∈ Ω′ independently of u0, applied to the left-hand and right-hand-sides of (34) yields
(33), and therefore the cocycle property is established for ϕ.
Now we deal with the measurability of ϕ. Consider (32) replacing (ω, (ω ⊗S ω)) by
(ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn)). The mapping ω 7→ ωn is F ,F-measurable for every n ∈ N and hence the
mapping ω 7→ (ωn ⊗S ωn) is F ,B(C(∆, L2(L2(V, Vγ), V ⊗ V ))-measurable. Let Un = (un, vn)
be the solution for parameters (ωn, (ωn ⊗S ωn)). Then un is the classical solution to (2) (and
vn = (un ⊗ ωn)). Hence for the first component of Un we have that
[0, T ]× Ω′ × V 3 (t, ω, u0) 7→ un(t) ∈ V
is measurable with respect to B([0, T ])⊗F ⊗ B(V ),B(V ). However, from (30)
Wˆ0,T − lim
n→∞Un = U
and hence for the first components of U and Un we have for every t ∈ [0, T ]
lim
n→∞un(t) = u(t),
which gives the measurability of u(t) with respect to F ⊗ B(V ). Since u(t) is continuous
in t we obtain by (32) the B([0, T ]) ⊗ F ⊗ B(V ),B(V )-measurability, that is, measurability
restricted to [0, T ], see Castaing and Valadier [3, Chapter III]. Considering an increasing
sequence (Tn)∈N, Tn > 0, with limit ∞ and setting
un(t) =
{
u(t) : t ≤ Tn,
u(Tn) : t ≥ Tn,
then un is B(R+)⊗F⊗B(V ),B(V )-measurable and for any (t, ω, u0) the mapping un converges
to the first component u of the extended solution U . Hence ϕ is B(R+) ⊗ F ⊗ B(V ),B(V )-
measurable.D
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Remark 22. There is another way to prove that the path-area solution generates a random
dynamical system which is based on Kager and Scheutzow [16]. In particular (34) gives us the
random flow property for the u-component of the path-area solution. The conditions of [16,
Theorem 4] to generate a cocycle from a (semi)flow are fulfilled. The measurability condition
(iii’) in that article follows (for instance) because T τ1 is a pointwise limit of the classical
solution having these measurability properties; (v’) is due to the continuity of t 7→ T τ1 (t) and
(iv’) follows from the additivity of the pathwise integral and the continuous dependence of T
on the initial condition.
7. Example. Let us assume that A is generated by the Laplacian on O = (0, 1) with
homogeneous Dirichlet boundary condition. A with domain D(−A) = H2(O) ∩H10 (O) gen-
erates a semigroup in L2(O). Let ρ = 1/4 + ,  > 0, small. Then V := D((−A)ρ) consists
of the Slobodetski spaces H2ρ(O) satisfying the homogeneous boundary conditions; see Da
Prato and Zabczyk [5, p. 401]. In particular, the continuous embedding V ⊂ C(O¯) holds. In
what follows we consider the restriction of the semigroup S to the space V . Note that the
inequalities (4) and (5) continue being true and that (λ−ρi ei)i∈N is an orthonormal basis of
V , where (λi)i∈N is the spectrum of A and (ei)i∈N are the associated eigenelements of A with
respect to L2(O), which are uniformly bounded in L∞(O). The asymptotical behavior of the
spectrum is given by λi ∼ i2.
Lemma 23. For µ ∈ (1, 5/4)
D((−A)µ) = H2µ(O) ∩H10 (O).
Proof. On H2µ(O) ∩ H10 (O) we know that A = ∆HDBC , which is an isomorphism with
range H2µ−2(O); see Egorov and Shubin [8, p. 124 ]. In addition, (−A)µ−1 has the domain
H2µ−2(O) if µ ∈ (1, 5/4); see [5, p. 401].
Now for 1/3 < β′ < 1/2 we take
η > 1− β′, γ = η + ρ < 1.
That choice of η and γ ensures that we can define (ω ⊗S ω) as in [10, Theorem 10.1] (see
also Lemma 10.2 of that paper). In addition, we can ensure the assumptions of the global
existence Theorem 18 since the above choice implies γ + β′ > 1.
Let g be four times continuously differentiable on O, where the derivatives can be extended
continuously on O¯, and assume that g is zero on {0, 1} × R, such that all the corresponding
derivatives (g itself included) are bounded. Define
G(u)(v)[x] =
∫
O
g(x, u(y))v(y)dy for u, v ∈ V.
Following Kantorowitsch and Akilow [17, section XVII.3], it is not hard to prove that G is
three times continuously differentiable where the derivatives are given by
DG(u)(v, h1)[x] =
∫
O
D2g(x, u)v(y)h1(y)dy,
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D2G(u)(v, h1, h2)[x] =
∫
O
D22g(x, u)v(y)h1(y)h2(y)dy,
D3G(u)(v, h1, h2, h3)[x] =
∫
O
D32g(x, u)v(y)h1(y)h2(y)h3(y)dy
for v, h1, h2, h3 ∈ V . By the previous choice of the parameters, ρ + γ = 2ρ + η ∈ (1, 5/4),
hence by Lemma 23 Vγ := D((−A)ρ+γ) = D((−A)2ρ+η) = H2(2ρ+η)(O) ∩ H10 (O), and then
G(u)(v), DG(u)(v, h1), D
2G(u)(v, h1, h2), D
3G(u)(v, h1, h2, h3) ∈ H3(O)∩H10 (O) ⊂ Vγ . For
instance, by the continuous embedding theorem we have that∫
O
∣∣∣∣ ∫OD22Dk1g(x, u(y) + h3(y))v(y)h1(y)h2(y)−D22Dk1g(x, u(y))v(y)h1(y)h2(y)
−D2D22Dk1g(x, u(y))v(y)h1(y)h2(y)h3(y)dy
∣∣∣∣2dx ≤ c(∫O |v(y)h1(y)h2(y)||h3(y)|2dy
)2
≤ c′|v|2C |h1|2C |h2|2C |h3|4C ≤ c′′|v|2|h1|2|h2|2|h3|4 for k = 1, 2, 3,
where c′ is a uniform bound for |D42Dk1g(x, u)|2|O|2. This gives the differentiability of D2G(u)
in H3(O) ∩ H10 (O) and since G(u)(v)[x], . . . , D3G(u)(v, h1, h2, h3)[x] are zero for x ∈ {0, 1}
we have differentiability in Vγ too.
The Hilbert–Schmidt property of DG(u) follows by
sup
k=1,2,3
∑
i,j
∫
O
(∫
O
|D2Dk1g(x, u(y))λ−ρi ei(y)λ−ρj ej(y)dy
)2
dx < c
(∑
i
λ−2ρi
)2
<∞
due to the boundedness of D2D
k
1g and the uniform boundedness of (ei)i∈N in L∞(O). In the
same manner we obtain that the other derivatives are Hilbert–Schmidt operators.
These estimates allow us to apply Theorem 19 to SEEs that have the above kernel integral
diffusion operator. For a different example of diffusion we refer the reader to [11].
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